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Police Hit Dead-End
In ATO Theft Case
police repotted yesterday that
the case of the $830 theft from
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
is as much a puzzle now as it was
on February 26, the day the money
was taken.
The Detective Bureau reported
"At present the case is a deadend." According to police reports,
several of the fraternity members
were given lie detector tests at
their own request. The results of
the polygraph tests cleared those
members of suspicion.
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega originally planned not to take
the detector tests.
When contacted, a fraternity of.
ficiati said, "The whole matter has
been dropped as far as we’re concerned. We figure it’s nobody’s
business but our own."
Pollee said the theft is categorized as grand larceny.
The $830 in cash which was stolen from Treasurer Nev Griffin’s
room was composed of fees collected from rent and dues. Griffin
had left the room for a short time
and upon returning discovered the
111011ry
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Ad Building Tour
All members of the administrative staff and faculty who
would like to inspect the new
Administration Building are in%ited to an open house to lw
held there today from I to 4
p.m., according to Jerome S.
Fink, assistant to the dean of
students.

EMPEROR OF ICE CREAM

Ice Cream
Man Relates
Good Times
By BOB WILSON

1.1111. "

NO. 95

’21 Million Budget
Passes Assembly

San Jose State’s $21 million cap;fal outlay and operational
budgets sailed through the Assembly yesterday afternoon and now
go to the Senate for final legislative approval.
The allocations were included in Governor Knight’s two billion
dollar 1958-59 budget, which passed ft.e lower house after a fight
over the Feather River Project failed to slow quick approval, the
United Press reported.
Thirteen million dollars of the
Nature heralded in spring with
total would pay for new buildings
a blast of trumpets yesterday.
and other facilities at SJS while
Although the SJS campus came
the remaining $8 million would
through the storm unscathed,
pay the day-to-day expenses of
much of the San Jose area was
running the college during the
buffeted by winds up to 50 mph
1958-r.a college year.
which caused considerable damFaecutive Dean (’. firma Burage.
M aY
ton, in charge of
building
A gale-like blast of wind toppled
How do you feel about meeting program, said last night, "We
a tree in front of a residence at
new people? Are you the kind of are set.) halloo that the .4.9014111:17 S. 5th St. Thursday morning.
individual who feels he knows just bly saw tit to apprise what we
An VS student, Robert East of 37
here at SAN. the slate Departabout the required number of peoS. 5th St., was unfortunate enough
ment of Finance and the (loser to have his car parked under the
ple, thereby reducing your outlook nor
had requested."
tree. Police reported the tree
on life? If you consider yourself
"The capital outlay funds will he
dented the car’s roof and hood.
to be in need of a well-rounded utilized for new buildings and imA 10,000 foot section ot the huge
outlook, why not invest some of provements that will make posaluminum roof on the grandstand
your time in the activities of the sible the college tit hoUse its ft.
Seniors Tony Buonocore and Judy Allen approneh Ice cream venat the Santa Clara County Fair
tore projected enrollment," lie
Freshman Class.
der Ben Johnson to purchase two drumsticks. The 76-year -old regrounds was ripped off during the
According to Marsh Ward, pub- concluded.
tired cook has been selling ice cream between the Police Depart storm. Pieces of ihe roof sailed as
Other measures affecting SJS
licity chairman of the Freshman
meat building and the Men’s Gym for the past five years.
far as a city block before landing.
Class, a triad mixer will be held still are under vonsideration by
photo by Bob Kauth
The roof was installed last year
at Stanford University May 10th. committees
at a cost of $100,000.
The United Press reported
This dance, which will be a casual
Other damage in the Ran Jose
beach -type affair, is being planned that Benet’. Finance Sub -comarea was confined mostly to power
by the freshman classes of Cal, mittee action on the Assembly lines and tree limbs. PG&E offiapproved Die per cent pay hike
Stanford and SJS.
cials reported that some lines were
The basic idea behind this act’s*. for state college lariat) and adso tangled they had to be cut
ALMOST AN INSTITUTION
ity is to promote new and better ministrators should take PhIee
apart.
Practically an institution on the relationships among the freshman today or Monday.
Palm trees shed many of their
Assembly Ways and Means
Names of Freshman Camp coun- Patton. Joyce Rowson, Bunny Rob- campus, Pop said that in all his students of the three colleges. The
fronds and winds tore off many
years here, he’s never had one ar- mixer will begin at 4:30 Saturday Committee hearings on Assemblytree branches. .The Weather Bu- selors were announced yesterday inson, Donna Schieber, Jerry Snygument nor any trouble with MU - afternoon. Included in the activity man Bruce Allen’s A B. 1, which
der and Marty Terzakis.
reau expected the storm to blow
will be dancing, an auction, picnic- would per mit state colleges to
dents.
by Pat Means, director of the
itself out by today.
Freshman Camp is held each
"It’s a grea t, wonderful, style dinner and whatever the tal- offer post - graduate engineering
camp which will be held Septem- year just before te start of the
courses and a master’s degree in
friendly atmosphere here." he ented sponsors dream up.
ber 12, 13 and 14 ai Asilomar. fall semester to acquaint incomsaid. leaning In his white three Transportation will be provided mechanical engineering, ’have been
Juniors selected are Liz Bell, Bill ing students with traditions and wheel earl as a smiling student plus dinner
and an evening of en- continued to Monday. The Los
Biorge, Barbara Cushman, Bill activities of San Jose State Col- approached him.
tertainment all for less than $2.00. Gatos Republican’s bill was aplege.
Nev
GrifTerri
Galvin,
Douglas,
"Got anything for six cents?"
Tickets will be available for the proved last week by the Assembly
Alice
fin, Mastiko Kawauchi,
As registration must be held
Education Committee,
"What would you like?" Pop re- event after Easter vacation,.
Kuntz, Larry Lack, Dick Robin- down te 400, Miss Means states plied.
The University of California saw
The Freshman Class will hold
"Anything for six cents."
its next meeting Monday, March its expansion hopes only partially
Aiding in the TV section of the son, Al Russell, Charlene Shattuck, the committee hopes those who
24, in ROOM 142 of the Science fulfilled by legislative action yesprogram is Rudolph E. Peterson, Bill Sturgeon. Dave Towle and attend will spread enthieditam
for the college and Its program ’PAY LATER’
Building. The main topic will be a terdiry
assistant professor of engineering. Pete Ueberroth.
Pop smiled at him with his hazel continued discussion
Sophomores chosen are Sandy to other new students.
The Senate Finance Commitconcerning
Industrial representatives will
She said the committee plans to eyes. "Here," Pop said, handing plans for the dance. Those inter- tee approved Cal’s rtstuest for
discuss several phases of metal- Barr, Dick Christiana. Judy Colehim a ten cent ice cream bar, "you ested are encouraged
to encourage Ii.130.000 to build a graduate enlurgy as it affects guided missiles, man, Sandy Creech, Mary Dutton, make several improvements in the
can pay the rest later; you’re not others to attend. Incidentally,
for gineering center In the Mountain
electronics, nuclear energy and Don Flood, Marilyn Lloyd, Pat program this year, including spegoing
to
stay
broke
for
the
rest
of
Mary
Maloney,
Pat
McClenahan,
cial emphasis on scholarship.
the ladies, Stanford has guaran- View - Sunnyvale arfsll. In the
production.
your
life."
teed a male attendance f WO elig- Assenilily-tipprosed budget, site
There also will be the tradiChairman of the program is Lu Odegard and Andrea Wynns.
"Well I don’t know . . . but ibles.
Freshmen who will be coun- tional sport teams and skit groups.
money for the Installation reMalcolm Davi s, Westinghouse
thanks," smiled the student as
mains, but $242,500 for construe metallurgist and head of the stu- selors include II e t e n Barker,
he left.
Brine
Don was deleted.
dent affairs committee of Santa Ziska Baum, Dana turrie,
"He’ll be back and pay me,"
Donald, Don Minton, Connie
’VC
was
turned down by the
Clain Valley’s chapter of the
whispered Pop confidently as he
Evans. Heckle Fudge, Guy GleaSenate Finence Committee in its
American Society for Metals.
dropped the six cents into the blue
son, Doug Hiqw, Jan Johnsen,
bid for three new campuses, one
coin -change pocket that dangles
Students from five junior col- Mary Jane MeW’horter, Carl
of which has been proposed for
around the waist of his white
leges and high schools between Maloney and John Weitz.
Santa Clara County The Assembly
Dr. Frederick A. Breier. associ- smock.
Also selected were 16 alternates.
had approved one million dollars
South San Francisco and Monate
professor
of
economics
at
the
They are Sally Bouton, Donna
for work on the new Cal locations.
’NEVER LOST A CENT’
terey have been invited to attend
Dean, Sandra George, Jack Ghiel- University of San Francisco, will
Pres. John T Wahlquist has in"I’ve never lost a cent on any
the program which concludes with metti, Nan Goodart, Lee Houk, speak on "The Neutralization of
of them. Sometimes they’ll be formed Sigma Delta Chi, profesa tour of SJS’s engineering facili- Margie Jackson, Bill McLean, Germany," Monday. 8 p.m., in the
sional journalistic fraternity, that
short a penny or a nickel, and
Chuck Miller, Wayne Nelson, Judy Education Lecture Hall.
ties.
He will appear under the aus- sell them an ice cream bar any- he and Mrs. Wahlquist will attend
pices of the World Affairs Council how. They always remember to the chapter’s Deadline Dinner
All interested students are inMarch 27.
vited to a reorganizational meetof San Jose and the International pay me hack"
good thing the students
a
It’s
The collets/es chief executive is ing of the Public Relations CornRelations Club, a student organil’op one of many VS dignitaries planmittee Thursday, March 27, at
zation. The meeting is open to the do pay him bark twealitie
reeelves only 25’; cotninisition on ning to join SDX slits yearly get- 3:30 prn in the
public.
Student Union.
Dr. Breier was born in Austria everything he sells. This is his together He and others may have according to Jim Gillespie. direcan opportunity to see themselves tor of the Public Relations Comand is a graduate of the Consular salary.
That’s a lot of ice cream to sell "characterized" in humorous skits mittee.
Academy in Vienna He studied at
It’s a lot of trust, risk and which poke fun at faculty and adStudents desiring to attend may
the Sorbonne in Pal* at Camleave their name, address and
bridge University and in Milan. He chance taken by a friendly, kindly minist ra tion.
"Pop."
call,
man
the
students
The skits will be presented as a phone number with Darlene Harris
attended the University of RochIt’s why I call him the Emperor take-off on "Person to Person." in the Student Union
ester and the Unkersity of Caliof
Ice
Cream
(with apologies to Edward R.
fornia, receiving his Ph.D. degree
Meetings will he held every
Mu rrow P.
Thursday at the same place and
in economics at tr. During the
war he lectured at the Army Spe"Ed will visit SJS via clotied- Lime
cialist Training Program.
cirriut TV and look In on the inner
sanctum of administrative personnil and professors as they !solve
ss-at
the problems of modern day ediSan Jose Board of Education c a t ion." Bob Craft, SDX presiheard last night a report on SJS’ dent, said yesterday.
Assemblyman Bruce F Allen
Dr. Frederick W Schneider. SJS closed circuit television.
And the general reaction of iit-LosGatorri, ins letter to fi
assistant professor of education,
SDX, said he will attend If the
has been appointed administrative Board members -"It’s great."
What’s that thar
As Dr. Earle Crandall; superin- Legislature is not in session the
assistant to Dr. William Sweeney,
darn Yankee
night of the dinner.
head of the Division of Education, tendent of schools, put it:
a-wearin’, Luke?
"For an operation which is very
Via TV, the dinner audience
effective Sept. 1.
Why, then, that’s
Dr. Schneider’s duties will he on new and atilt experimental, it’s will be taken to various sites on
a.
Ber-muda shawls,
campus where SDX members w ill
a half-time basis, as he also will going along very well"
cool
Clem,
as
via
play
the
parts
of
professors
and
observation
teacher
The
continue to teach in the Departmountain dew,
closed circuit TV opened about administrators.
ment of Education.
ain’t they?
Skit rehearsals will he held ,
Dr. Schneider received his bach- two weeks ago. The telecasts have
Carpet bagger
elor’s degree from Northwest Mis- been originating from Horace Monday through Thursday Mem- I
named Roos sells
hers will meet Monday at 7.30
souri State College and his mas- Mann grammar school.
’em-5.95, 7.95
Dr. Crandall said hundreds of p.m. in J104: Tuesday and Wedter’s degree and doctorate from
the University of Colorado He has future teachers from SJS will nesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Catholic
Wornen’s Center and Thursday at
been a teacher and principal in benefit from the TV project.
"This will save them from tray- 4 pm in the Center
Missouri and Iowa lie was also
All dressed up and ready to go, MarlIvn Fllet.1.11 (standing) and
Tickets are on sale in J2, Stu6644/
Gavle Meese are busy looking iner the program for tonight’s
editor of the Nodawray County iling miles out into the country
enetian Springtime. Perhaps what ratehes their
Junior Prom,
Fist at Sartia I ’him
the same thing they now dent Affairs Business Office, and
see
Maryville.
Mo,
in
for
two
to
Tribune
eye is mention of the 20 minute Dixieland eoncert which will be
by SDX niemtwis
stew on TV," Dr. Crandall said.
years.
an Intermission feature at the dance.Spertaftito t Jerry French,

Storm Rips Roofs,
Blows Down Trees;
SJS Unscathed

Camp Director Names
Freshmen Counselors

"The only emperor is the emperor of ice cream." wrote Wallace Stevens In one of his famous
poems, and here at SJS, the only
emperor of ice cream is Ben Johnson.
Known as "Pop" by most stn.
tents Johnson is the he cream
vendor who is faithfully, weather permitting, stationed between
the Pollee School building and
the Men’s tiym front sun up to
sun down.
"As an Australian would say
’I’m a sun downer’," Pop said with
a laugh.
After his first couple of aords,
a pleasant Swedish accent was detected as he continued to talk.
SAILED AROUND HORN
"I came to the United Stales
from Sweden in 1805, sailing
around the Horn," said the tanned.
face, gray -headed vendor, whose
age is 1881 vintage.
Prior to selling lee cream, Pop
sailed all over the Seven Seas
as a cook. He also has cooked
for restaurants and night clubs.
A widower, the retired cook is
the father of six children.
"Four boys and two girls." Pop
beamed. "All of them are married
now: why I have 14 grandchildren
and two great grandchildren!"

Spartans, Bears,
Indians To Attend
Triad Mixer

Metallurgy Program
Slated for 7:30 Tonight
More than 100 high school and
junior college students will he on
campus tonight attending "Metallurgy as a Career," a program
sponsored jointly by the SJS Metallurgy Department and the American Society for Metals.
Local representatives from Lockheed, Westinghouse, IBM, and the
atomic energy division of American Standard will take part in
the show scheduled to begin at
7:30 p.m. in E118.
An hour - long closed circuit
television presenation, originating
from a campus engineering lab,
leads off the program. Dr. Ralph
Parkman and James H. Anderson,
associate professor of engineering,
will demonstrate metallurgy equipment, techniques and processes.

Bids Still Available
In Quad, at Dance
For Junior Prom

Tonight, frem 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
the Pacifica Room of the Villa
Motor Hotel in San Mateo will be
filled with San Jose State stiatents
dancing to the music of Walt Tol:
leson’s band at the annual Junior
Prom.
Continuous music by Tolleson’s
hand and a special three piece
combo will he a feature of the
evening. During a 20 minute intermission there will be a Dixieland
concert by members of Tolleson’s
group.
Appropriate apparel for the evening will he cocktail dresses for
the ladies and dark suits for the
,
men. Flower’s are not necessary.
Bids, for
Springtime,
Outer Quad
for $3 each.
at the door.

the prom, Venetian
will he on sale in the
until 12:30 p.m. today
They also will be sold

Nev Griffin. president, has been
in charge of arrangements for the
dance. Ellie Gabler was chairman
of publicity and bids and lee Sorg
was in charge of chaperones and
guests.
Miss Gabler pointed out that the
prom is open to the whole student
body, not just members of the
Junior Class.

College Dignitaries
Plan To Attend
Annual SDX Dinner

Breir To Speak
Before IRC Soon

P.R. Commiffee
To Reorganize

READY TO GO

Dr. Schneider
Takes New Post

Board of Education
Praises SJS Video

t.eirtii:
2RPARTAN DAILY
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ART SHOW

Lee Ann, Ex-Miss America,
Tells Reporter of Studying,
Drama Plans, Engagement

FINE ARTS4
ANTHONY TARAVELLA, Fine A 4s Editor

Music, Drama and Art
issnpus culture is thris tog.
Ray Dcose, professor of art at
s.fs .%
apeila Choir this %4 eels Stanford University ; John Gill.
presented a full program of choral professor of art at San Jose Junmusic featuring 6.1 highly trained ior College, and Dick Barrett, San
voices, Speech and Drama De- Jose News columnist.
partment is still running %Miami
Every phase of the Art DepartSavoy an’s play. "My Heart’s in ment is represented in the exhibit
the Highlands," and right now the which includes drawing, painting.
Art Department is displaying the sculpture, ceramics, crafts,
first all -student judged art es - ing. jewelry, book binding and deWhit ever held at ssis.
sign.
First place winners in the show
The choir sang on Monday and
Tuesday nights and thrilled audi- are Willa Blair, sculpture; Lewis
ences musically with 13 of the Phillips, jewelry; Dennis Redmond,
finest in choral selections Directed water color: and Joe Sexton, oil.
by William Erlendson. the choir’s
HONORABLE MENTIONS
performance was equal to its repuHonorable mentions welt to
tation as one of the best choral!
Frank Kew for mixed media.
groups of its kind on thesWest
Laura Hughes for pen and ink.
Coast.
"My Heart’s in the Highlands" Bruce Anderson for ceramics.
will play tonight and tomorro%k Myron Ahlstiom for ceramics. Bill
Kogura for water color, Linda
night, thus completing a five-night
Beer for oil, Jim Burpee for oil and
successful run of the fourth production of this year’s dramatic sea- Karl Steuber for weaving.
The Music Department plans to
son at SJS. Including the current
play, the Drama Department has present a recital by a group of its
directed "Man and Superman" by more advanced students Monday
George Bernard Shaw. "Angel night at 8:15. The concert will be
Street" 1,3. Patrick Hamilton. and given in Concert Hall and will
"The World is Round" by Armand be open to students and the general public without charge. A
Salacrou.
variety of musical styles from
REMAINING PLAYS
The two remaining plays to be barocrae to contemporary will be
presented are "The Crucible" by featured at the concert.
Arthur Miller, and "The Italian PROGRAM PLANNED
Straw Hat" by Eugene Labiche.
Compositions will include a
Examples of the best art work Bach prelude and fugue to be perdone by SJS student artists may. formed on the organ. Chopin. Liszt,
be seen in the Art Department’s Debussy, and Ravel piano selecArt Wing from now until April 10. tions will he heard. A Handel
This display is sponsored by sonata will be played on the vioAlpha Gamma and Delta Phi Del- lin. Vocal numbers will include
ta, the two campus art fraternities. music by Bach, Mozart. Gounod,
Student response to the exhibit has and contemporary eornposers.
been enthusiastic and the quality
Assisting on the program will be
of the work submitted was high. Helga Hinman and Rachael Perez.
But because of the limited space
Survey of Music Literature lecfor displaying the art, only the tures are open to the student body
best was chosen to be shown. Less on Tuesdays and Thursdays at
than half of the objects submitted 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall. Live
were used,
music performances are presentART SHOW
ed by the music faculty and adJudges for the art show were vanced music students.

Writers Put Spice
Into ’58 Revelries
By PHIL GEIGER
A true foreign flavor will predominate throughout the all -student
produced Revelries of ’58, "Tamaloo," as the script and choreography
both have been influenced by rather exotic cultures.

David Lee, co-director of choreography, has incorporated au-

Mantic West Indian religious rituals into the dance routines of the
already exotic theme created by the writers. With a professional
background in this type of dancing, Lee has blocked numbers which
i are heavily flavored with the
lAfro-Cuban influence for a 20, member dancing chorus and sev’ eral individuals.
.! Gretchen Given, also directing
Estorod as secoed class
Av.!
24. it34. at Sari Jose, Calif., under the ! choreography, claims the training
art of March 3, 1879. Member Califor- system which she and Lei’ have
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Puplished daily by Associated Students developed is working as efficiently
of San Jose State College scept Sat- as they had hoped. Under their
urday and Sunday, during college year plan. she concentrates on the de en. issue during each final es- veloprnent of the dancers, polishweinstios period. . . Subscriptions c.
Ing the form and coordination,
corded only on
rerneinder-of.school
year basis. In fell semester, $4 spring $2. while Lee directs the special
CY 4-6414Eddoriel Est, 210. Ad.. 211. routines.
Press of Globe Printing Co.
Miss Given said she is gratified
EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN by the enthusiasm shown by all
WILLIAM GUIMONT.
BUS. MGRS...
JOANNA HILBY dancers. Now in the fourth week
DAY EDITOR
PHIL GEIGER of rehearsals, these performers
Ercheng Editor
John R. Adorns have passed the painful conditionLibrarian
Melinda Meson ing process and are in top shape,
Wire Editor
. Path Kelly she claims, "With the show alADeElitiSING STAFF, Ken Di.os, Tom Most six weeks away the
dancers
Finnegan, Dici Folger, Phil Ggnon, I
Del Gillham, Fran i Noah. Ron Kelley, will have plenty of time to polish
Roger I. n. Irene Sprague, Fey’ and perfect the large production
Wrist. Phil Wood, Irene Yernamurs, number which will be synchroniDans Tossers.
7ed with special affects," she added.
Opening night is scheduled for
May ’2 and performances will fol-:
low on May 3, le and 10.

These students are viewing some of the hest art
work produced on this campus. Susan Hanks.
Ms eon Ahlstrom k)tfel
and David Pfost stop to

A fabulous collection of artifacts from "old Cathay" now is
being shown at the Stanford Museum and will remain on view until next Friday. The show is entitled, "Arts of the Chou Dynasty."
Rarely will there be an opportunity to see a finer display of
Chinese art work dating so far
back into antiquity.
SOM.‘ of the most remarkable
and powerful art forms in the
entire history of the human
race have come not of (’hina.
The art pieces on display at the
Stanford Museum reach back 30
centuries.
The Chou Dynasty can be traced
back to 1122 B.C. It lasted approximately 900 years. Origins of the
Chou people are unknown, but it
is known that they were present
in Shensi Province to the west of
the Shang State for several generations before their final conquest of Shang. These people were
first mentioned in the Bamboo
Annals in the fifteenth year the
reign of Tsu 1 of Shang 11357 B.
C.).
Chou people began as a loosely
organized band of nomadic or
semi -nomadic tribes which rapidly
developed an expanding population. Conquests added to the territory of the Chou people. As their
lands increased, so did their cul-

JOE VENTURA’S POPULAR

Ace
Luncheonette
announces a

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
LUNCH PLATE
INCLUDES Salad.
Entree. Vegetable.
Potatoes, Roll and
Butter

90C

BREAKFASTS
SERVED
from 0.30 A.M.
Fruit Dish FREE
’with any

is us

ACE
LUNCHEONETTE
476 S. 10th (Near Williams)

JOE RUSSO

SAL DAVIDE

4.N
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WILPUQ JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HE.S IPJ (LW’

Don’t lee that "elreiwcy feeling- cramp your style in class
or when you’re "hitting
the boob.... Yalce a Nonos
Awakener! Ins few minutes,
you’ll he your normal hecr
wide awake . . . alert! Yout
doctor will tell youNonos
Ay/Acne-I are safe as coffee.
Keep a
handy!
15 TABLETS, 3 Se

re

Sandwiches

.1Zrjrind

BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

Spagheth
Baled Letoina

And
out Cl
Or go t

15,1Ye

Tel

lZA
ai

mine jest past Santa Clara City.
Elostino, Santo 61-gr

Out Orders.- Phone AX 6.

;peceybIrr our per

admire .kome of the paintings now on exhibit in
the art Wing as part of an all -student show.
-photo hy Anthony Taravella.

Stanford Display Features Chinese Art

Spaztan

KEEP ALERT FOR A

; Lee. We have coffee with you
; every morning’. You can’t beat
"W hat
NEW YORK,
!loyalty like that.
ever became of Lee Ann Merlwether?" asked my sister-in-law WANTED SINCE CHILDHOOD
"But l’e wanted since childthe other evening.
It turns out plenty’s become of hood to be an actress. I decided
her since she quit appearing in I’d bitter get at it."
She has been studying ever
the nation’s living rooms each
morning, via the television screen. shier she came to New York. at
So for the benefit of an interested the end of her Miss America
relative and all others who are tour. she wits a regular on the
fans of the former Miss America, Garroway show from October
1955 to December 1956.
this’ll bring Lee up to date.
But this week she left for San
She’s been studying acting.
*he’s gotten eng-aged to an actor, Francisco to prepare for her April
she will be married in her home ’27 wedding to Frank Aletter, one
town of San Craneisco next of the featured players in the
month, and t114 soon as the honey - Broadway play, "Bells Are Ringm
Is over will head back to ing."
BELL-SHAPED SKIRT
New Vdrk for more study.
"My Wedding dress will be
"And I hope by fall, a part in a
play," said the leggy brunette white satin with a bell -shaped
whose poise, talent, and 35-22-35 skirt. I designed it myself. The
dimensions landed her the title in bridesmaids will be in chiffon in
varying shades of orange."
1955.
Mhos Meriweather e.es rie’v
SERIOUS ABOUT ACTING
"I’m serious about becoming 19 ss t n she won the Miss
an actress," she said in an inter- America title at Atlantic City.
view, "That’s why I quit the ’To- She It ISO had been Slim; San
day’ show. Dave Garrovvay and Franclecia and Mks California.
If Lee Ann succeeds as an acthe whole gang are awfully sweet
tress, she will be the exception
But I was tied down, . . couldn’t rather than the rule with Miss
do summer stock and other things. Americas.
And I couldn’t see much future
in giving the weather and talking
Specials
about fashion every morning.
I’m
"Don’t misunderstand.
AUTO TRANS. $35
not knocking TV . . It helped
All makes
public.
put my fare before the
VALVE JOBS $15 up
Made nie a lot of friends all
Special Rata for Students with
ovi.r the c
try.
ASB Cards
"When t he shOW would go on
FRED
&
JOHN’S
GARAGE
from some other city, women
1557 S. First St CY 5-1411,
:Hi,:
would come up to me and
By GAY PAULEY

whether 8 20 r 200.

turo and thou influence.
centuries B.(’.
The Chou Dynasty may be
Although the artistic periods
dis ided into three artistic per- I are not by any means as cleat%
iods based upon the changes in I cut nor as distinct as the political
style and attitudes about decorperiods of the dynasty, they never; thless show a definite progression
of time.
Chou peoples changed the art
of China from savage and barbarous forms to a style that was,
by comparison, domesticated and
docile.

. . . ancient cross-bow of Chou
Dynasty, being displayed at
Stanford 5111,111M.
ation: Early (or Western) Chott.
VII Centuries B.C.. and late (Or
die Chou. Mid X Century -Mid
VII Centuries B.C., and late for
Eastern) Chou, Mid VII-Mid III

Art works of this age on exhibit
at Stanford Museum feature bronzes, jade, lacquer ware, and pottory. A rich variety of objects,
ranging from ceremonial and decorative items to useful household
utensils, may be seen in the collection. All the art objects are
beautifully and intricately- designed. Some of the pieces show great
imagination a n d inventiveness.
One of the art works, a cross-bow
mechanism of gold and silver inlay,
is actually calibrated for "zeroing
in."

On display M the library are Student Requested
copies of the La Torre dating back
Kent Rockholt is requested to
to 1917. They are located in the
report to the Student Affairs Busientrance room near 4th St.
ness Office, T16.

Overhaul

Escape!! . . . to good eating
. . . and a delightful atmosphere
Campus Special

Ground
Round Steak
A COMPLETE DINNER
Veiling, Joky

11%

Choice
Sirloin Steak
A COMPLETE DINNER

GENE’S DINNERS

1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 3-9121

Air ConditOning-temperetwes mede to order /or n’, ../eoher cO,An!, Get o drmon,trol.nr!

OCEAN

TO OCEAN ACROSS SOUTH

AMERICA -AND BACK -IN

41 HOURS

CHEVY’S NEW V8 LEVELS
THE HIGHEST, HARDEST
HIGHWAY OVER THE ANDES!
To prove the durability of Chevrolet’s radical new Turbo -Thrust
VS,* the tremendous flexibility of
the new Turboglide transmission,*
the incredible smoothness of Full
Coil suspension, we tackled the most
challenging transcontinental road in
the 1,000 -mile General
the world
San Martin Highway. To make it
harder, the Automobile Club of
Argentina sealed the hood shut at
Buenos Aires -- no chance to add
oil or water or adjust carburetors
for high altitude.
across the
So the run began
blazing Argentine pampas, into the
ramparts of the forbidding Andes.
Up and up the road climbed, almost
2; miles in the sky! Drivers
gasped for oxygen at 12,572 feet -but the Turbo -Thrust VS never
slackened its torrent of power, the
Full Coil springs smothered every
bump, the Turboglide transmission
made play of grades up to 30
percent. Then a plunge to the
Pacific at Valparaiso. Chile, a
quick turn -around and back again.
Time for the round trip: 41 hours
14 minutes -- and the engine was
never turned off!
’Ertrn-eni4 *plow.

nag

you’ll get Or 1)(4 hug on the heal Rell,r!

the sure looted Cbeernotat purrs pod a rood sign !Sol rays "donger"and ahead lies rho tou2hast port of tho pordous Andean climb’

-IX KEEP YOUR MEADlir.itsS AIMED RIGHT

NoD eiZ
AWAKEIVIRS

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisalprompt delivery!N’

=mmar,

-

_

Pir-..-41,041.0.0PP40041.-...............r

1737/PPY-

PCI Boxing Tourney

.

.

-saprepownwenert)::

-Or

cpaPtatt p

Spartans Gain Three ins;....
Enter Tough Finals Tonight
W

Dell 1-3
NIPtIRTA’s
JOHN SALAMIDA

SPORTS EDITOR

Golf Season
Firackmen SJS
To Get Under Way
Set To Ruin
U .C.Gauchos
State’s %air-sk y will

Poly

Jerry Lewis

Guy Madison
"THE HARD MAN"
Saturday

Sunday

Also
"SUSAN SLEPT HERE"

D. Reynolds D

Powell

of
eM;lters..of
NOW!Fro7.1petyhtc,,,
"THE LONG
HOT SUMMER"
c,n,,,ascop Color
P/us
"SPANISH AFFAIR"

Visiriyision Technicolor

%Z11;2,A.ITOC81
’V -jolts
"and God
Created woman"

...bus the devil Inelonsod
Sairigitto

CV, 7-304F. 0
"Doctor At Large"

Dirk BociardeMuriel PaYlo
"It Happened in the Park"

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL

3Sc a budget with ASR Card
S.

10th & TULLY ROAD

BE A MAGICIAN
WRITE
DR. MEYER BLOCH

President
Eastern Magical Society

240 RIVINGTON STREET

New York 2.

N.Y.

441
-44244.44.,
Contemporary Cards

points and take the early lead for
the team coronet. Other teams
scoring points are as follows: Cal
Poly (41, Chico State (3), and
Sacramento State (2).
Finals in the novice division and
semi-finals in the tough open class
will be held tonight with 19.
matches on tap. Seven Spartan I
sluggers will sec action tonight I
Among them, two finalists in the
novice division
Tonight’s bouts awl tomorrow’s finale Will he broadcast
over Radio station KsJO with
Earl Russell at the mike.
Body punching Tafoya, waiting
for openings, slugged his way to a
semi-final win over Bob Staiz of
Cal Poly, The 119 pound SJS boxer
Scheduled to meet its Gnat leg connected with jolting rights and
test of the season. the Spartan Ski lefts to the body to score his secTeam starts competition with ond victory of the season over
seven other West Coast colleges in Selz.
the University of California’s VanMilton ralliecj in the final round
derbilt Memorial Races at Sugar to turn hack Don Tessier, also
from Cal Poly. Milton stunned his
Bowl today.
All in all, Nevada (defending
foe in the final canto with solid
rights to the head.
champ), Cat, Stanford, Sierra,
Chico State, Oregon State, ArizFord, competing In the 139
Mernibers of the bolo team kkho is ill partiripate in the ( alifornla
ona State, and Sit.: are expected
pound novice class, h
bed his
championship matches tomorross a I-. (back rms. left to right)
to enter, and if past performteam captain 31e1 Augustine. Masan! 5%atanabe and Farr% 5tireway to a decisive win oser Anfloten. (Front rms, left to right Sian Si ensen and Larm smith.
ance% are any indiea t ion, t hen
nto Slate.
gelo Chico% of Saer
Last ,scar the 5.15 learn %son the championship cronn and %sill be
lh. local squad eon do nothing
After battling on i’s to terms for
of MI’ ill.st in the state at spartan
defending against
but better.
two rounds,
Ford
the first
tomorrou.phota, by Doug Hilt
Competition starts at 10 a.m. tagged Chico% with ’several solid
today with the downhill. Dave
lefts to the head in the third
j
Franceschini, Jim Nystroni, Bob
stanza.
Miller and Peder Anderson will
Frank Castillo. ot tne Spartans.
run this event.
Bude
Arons
Cal
in T
the
s
ltfrom
ta
b
Tomorrow, starting at 10 a.m.,
132 pound novice finals tonight
Nystr
.
FrancesAnderson.
Ford tackles Bill Hallinan, also
chini, and Bob Kesselring will
from Cal. in the other novice final.
By LOU LUCIA
run the slalom. Then at 2 p.m..
SJS’ judo team, to quote captain Mel Augustine, "Will have Its
In other bouts tonight involving
Groton, Nystrem, Anderson, and
SJS fighters, Nick Akana faces hands full" tomorrow night at 7:30 when judo clubs from throughout
Roy Cleghorn u 111 compete In
Nevada’s Dick Short at 125 the State will be present to dethrone the Spartan champion team.
the cross-country.
Teams competing include Hollywood, Los Angeles, Gardena, San
pounds; Stu Rubine scraps with
On Sunday, the final event, the
(’OP’s John Egan for the 147 Francisco, Oakland, San Leandro, Fresno, Salinas and Stockton judo
jumping will take place at noon
pound class; Jack Coolidge meets clubs.
with Godon, Nystrom, Anderson.
undefeated Don Adams from Cal
Augustine expects toughest competition from the Hollywood
Cleghorn and Miller competing.
Poly at 165 pounds; and Russ
and Los Angeele teams
ii r.’ loaded with black belt holders.
Camilleri battles Gordon Martinez,
Larry Kohiashi, a fifth degre. black la-It holder the foremost
also from Cal Poly at 178 pounds.
recognition for a judo star in the U.S.may vie with Augustine
Spartan boxer T. C. Chung, 112
in one match.
pounds, and Dave Nelson, 132
in itself,
A third degree black belt holder, which is no mean
pounds, drew byes into tomorrow Augustine may also have to battle Jack Zorn of the S.F. club. Zorn
is a 200 pound, 6 at., second degree black belt holder. Zorn was runnerTom Macedo’s record shattering night’s finals.

Spartan Skiers
Travel to Sugar

Macedo Posts New
SJS Swim Standard

200-yard backstroke performance
highlighted San Jose State swim
team’s 53-34 victory over College
of the Pacific here yesterday.
Macedo captured first place in
the backstroke event with a clocking of 2:22.9, clipping one-tenth of
a second off the old San Jose
State standard.
Art Lambert contributed to the
Spartan cause with twin victories
in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle
races. Lambert’s times were :24.7
and :53.7.
Dale Anderson picked up a blue
ribbon in the 200-yard butterfly
with a 2:34.7 win. Ron Riley, 192
points, and Johnny Johnson with
181 credits finished 1-2 in diving
competition.
While the local varsity was
slowly icing a triumph. San Jose’s
frosh swim club was being dumped
51-35 by Stockton College. Disqualifications in both relays cost
a Spartababe victory.
Bob Lim recorded two first
places for the losers.
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Six"

"The Deep

Alen

Ladd

Dwnn

James Cagnisy Lon

Fo,t,

up to Ben Campbell at the recent PAAU meet.
Weight has nothing to do with these matches. Players are rated
according to skill on their own team and pitted against those likewise
judged on the opponents team.
For this reason, Howard Watanabe at 13 5 pounds could ’possibly be pled
ac
on the mat against a strapping 210 pounder from
the S.F. crew.
Other State members hoping to gain further recognition in this
Bill Leach 11-01 will face Lefty
Dick Creighton (2-0) of Santa battle Of titans are Larry Smith. Stan Svensen and Larry Stuefloten.
Clara in the West Coast Athletic All members of a team must come through for the club to take the
Conference baseball opener today title.
The championship matches are like those of a basketball
at Municipal Stadium with game
elimination tourney. It does not matter that an individual may
time set for 3 p.m.
score points: the team it suit must out point the opponent’s. The
The announced double- header
team then advance% a rung on the ladder and meets another sunagainst COP has been changed to
ning team. etc., until the championship match. Loeing teams are
a single contest to start at 1 p.m.
eliminated.
tomorrow. That same day, the
As Augustine put it. ’’We’re very hopeful: but we’ll have to earn
Froth team will travel to Berkeley
our money." Augustine was referring to the 50 possible points awarded
to meet the young Bears.
Varsity Coach Ed Sobczak has the winning team.
A throw, pin (of 30 seconds) or submission hold, gains the team
announced that a number of players formerly on the second team 10 points.
The team gains seven points if an individual wins a match by a
will start tomorrow. Jim Long will
be stationed at second base; Buzz half point.
Teams receipt for five points when a decision is granted by the
Ulm), at first; Emmett Lee in
right field and the right handed judges.
Jim Thompson taking over lefty
Mike Yeager’s spot in center.
Tomorrow, Sobczak will use a
"Larry" on the mound. Either the
left handed Williams or the orthodox hurler Peterson will be firing
against the Bengals.

Spartan Hurler
Leach To Face
Broncos Today

DUs, PiKAs Both Win;
Stay Tied for Greek 1st

I AMA
TAPE
WORM
What do

I Eat

IS
Famous
for it’s

PIZZA
as

well

ri%

the many other
FINE FOODS
Served

Pizza to Go
Stationers
77 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Mcl’hersin

rates

seventh place.

ment in
shape
upset Stan llopkins duel Gates Foss for
over Cal. and Coach Bud Winter’s
pole vaulting supremacy. Highaces should chew up the Gauchos.
tower has cleared 14 ft. this seaSanta Ifterbere flipped Long son; Hopkins and Foss have
Beach State, 113-45. early this
laPPed 13 ft. 7 in.
month in its onlv lust this season. The Gaucho, link a speed-.ter to gists Rapid Ray Norton
Irritible In th. prtnts. hut they
11 miler -S$0 slam in
hoao 3
isiii ( ellins and g ,,,,, I strength In
the field esitits.

The Spartans are in top
miter last week’s surprise

Collins has INen c locked in
1 10.5 in the mile and 1:56 in the
580. He’ll be a decided favorite
over SJS. Ken Napier. whose best
effort in the four-lapper is 4:14.
Spartan javellnists, sparked
by Chuck l’olizzi (213 ft. I, Larry
McFarland 1203 ft.), Dick Rock.

And Parts
New and Used Bikes

FABER’S CYCLERY
CV

7925, First

4.1314

F202 ft.1 and Jim Garcia (no
official thron ii I. ’.1 Id get a
Bon Kelliher, is ho retest ft
portedly ha, been around the
213 ft. marl( in practice.
tau, Chuck Hightower and

There is NO Steak
Like This Steak

so try the

feat

Chaney

The HOLLAND

ilidsay’s

Walt

Coach

Power - packed SJS hopes to Eddie Duller as the top golfer on
bring the University of California the Spartan team lic is the only
at Santa Barbara into its track !...turning letterman on the squad
death
i3op.rn.
chamber tomorrow at SparLast year’s edition of SJS golftan Field. Field events begin at ers finished the NCAA Tourna-

u o Team To Battle
op Clubs Tomorrow

"The Man of 1000 Faces"

Distinctive cards with smart
styling and subtle wit ...
for those who like their
humor with modern flair.
Choose your Contemporary
Cards from our complete
selection today!

take on Ca l

today at the San Jose Coun-

try Club

By RANDIE E. POE

By JOHN SALAMIDA
last night, captured unanimous
RENO, Nev. -- Three San Jose decision victories as the Pacific
State ringmen, seeing action here Coast Intercollegiate Boxing Tour_
nament opened a
three - night
stand. Bobby Tafoya and Archie
STUDIO
Milton nabbed wins in the open
division while Jerry Ford bagged a
"Cowboy"
triumph in the novice class.
Glenn Ford Jcl Lmmon
Wins by Tafoya and Milton
Anna Keshti
gase the SJS squad %Iv points In
"Wonders of Chicago"
the race for the team title.
Washington State claimed two
semi-final victories and one win in
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
the preliminary bout to tally eight
"SAD SACK"

Hoping to start the ’58 golf sea.
son on a W11111111g note, San Jose

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CV 2-7726

Only two team, remain tied for
first place after last night’s fraternity cage play as DU knocked
off the Phi Sigs 37-35 to stay tied
with PiKA. PiKa dumped the
Delta SIgs 56-26.
Gary Kerma pat Pfl lit it ith 13
while Chuck 1.11,-,en S (iii I I mol
Jim Krarda will, in paced FiKa.
For the looser, Knight scored 11
for the Phi Sig-. and mccull
eight for the Della
In other action. Toni
tanked 15 to leini Theta Chi past
SAE 38-21. Ray Hunter scored 12
for SAE. Sigma Nu, with John
Buffo .paving the way with nine
digets,

downed

Theta

Xi

38-31

Pete Sanford hit 12 for the losers

BARGAIN PRICES
FRESH MEATS

Alpha

dropping Lambda ( hi
37 31
Ray Alia nit,.

to

TENDER RIB STEAK

UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE

12th and Santa Clara

Lb. .79

Shop at VALLEY FAIR

Then ...
Relax and Dine

PINECONE
Restaurant
2801

STEVENS CREEK RD,
VALLEY FAIR
The

11,,fil.ej tron
aerf door

II

1441

Pancakes that

please everyonr.

1680 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
CHerry 312510

PINECONE

25c

-

Redectiee

..1bC

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
Wilk Iles Coess

$1.50

STEAK

.95
The Twin STEAK

HOUSES

ANGELO’S * COLONY
PPS S. First

71 E.

Santa Clara

All Types of Printing
Dance Bids
Letterheads
Programs
Pamphlets
Invitations
Wedding
Announcements
(vs,’

Letterpresx
For information see

your

campus representative

Dick Robinson

CY 3-9993

CLARK BROS. PRI NTINC CO.
393 W. MAN CARLOS STREET(’Y

5-2.301

GUIDED MISSILE SCIENCE
ROCKETRY
UNDERWATER ORDNANCE
The NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, CHINA LAKE. CAL.
and NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION PASADENA, CAL.
and NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY, CORONA, CAL.

OFFER

at the

Out

Lb. .45

The HOLLAND

points,

P.5.:

TURKEY DRUMSTICK

SUGAR CURIO
PORK SHOULDER PICNIC
Lb. .43
TENDER
T-BONE STEAK

Ron RileY hit for the high,
scoring output or the evening. I
to lead the Sig Ees tm
close 35- 31 victory over Al,
Shelly Detrick scored 12 for ti
AT?),.

Ka won it.. first game of the
seasen,

EXCELLENT SERVICE

Lb. .72

i.00rca through 17 for the KAs
end Dal.. Clark with II and Jim
Leliate.viith 10 paced the looser,

SMALL

Just . . .

Research, Development, Test and Ev.Iluatron Work
Graduate Training
Ultramodern Facilities
Rapid Advancement on Mer’t
Permanency of Employment
Assistance by Eminent Scientists
Publication of Pape,. and Reports
Competitive Civil Service Appointments
Variety in Technical Investigations
Liberal Fringe Benefits

Seniors and grwluate students ill mechanical.
electrical, electronic, and aeronautical engineering and physics will he interviewed oil
MARCH 26, 1958. For further information
see Dr. E. W. Clements, Room 234, Administration.Building.

4cPARTAN

DAD?

NEW MACHINE

Fridnv %Nall 21 1,nS

Lyke Sale Date
Is Wednesday

I Placement ConteP

Interestv.1
Th. Armed Forces is
,::
(ill IC.
\ tee
campus en masse next week in students should contact the Placement Sers ice for appointments.
their aearch for technical personArmy Electronic Praising
nel. These and the following ii
Ground. larch 24; interested in
ralnialsons will conduct nue:- eleetronies engineers. pbYsicietts
stews next week in the !Incense!). and mathematicians.
Ampex Corp., March 24; interj sated in engineers and accountants.
Air Force Flight Test Center.
Mardi 25; interested in mechanical, electrical, electronic, and
To Place Classifieds Cal

49.
Nicholas Sliliche.ith (left), $11111stant professor of aeronautics.
and Thomas E. Leonard, Aeronautics Department hi-ad. discuss
the Spero F:sigine Analszer installed in the Arr. Lab this neek.
spartafoto

Aero Students
o Use Tester

Students of aircraft maintenance now have an entire new field
to explore as a result of a $1200 purchase by the college of an engine analyzer installed this week in the Aeronautics Department.
The portable Sperry Engine Anaylzer allows trained men to detect complex difficulties in any internal combustion engine without
"looking into" the engine. Before this development, maintenance
crews had no easy way of locating difficulties. The analyzer locates

troubles by incongruous vibrations
whichare recorded electronically greatly increases safety. With the
anti shown on an oscilloscope Ianalyzer,
flight engineers can also
Iscreen similar to a radar screen.
etermine the seriousness of sod1PATTERNS SHOW SYMPTOMS.
DIERKS DONUTS
problems md decide on a
pro
An experienced man ca n recog-Iden
!nize certain symptoms immeai_ course of action which previously
6 A.M. to II P.M
ately by the pattern displayed on could only have been done by guess
370 AUZERAIS STREET
the screen. The machine is Sc)’ work.
sensitive that any uncommon
The analyzer is so versitile
Gene Tyler, president of Kappa :stress, no matter how slight, is
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch.
and complex that it requires
registered
and
the
location
reAlpha Mu, honorary photography-ner
specific training for the tieere.
vealed.
Callaway’s Crystal journalism fraternity, said yesterMane. .aried reaction. .how on
The electrical system is simiday that more entry blanks are larly checked by testing the
the screen and only the trained
Creamery
being printed for the all-college electronic vibrations normally
eye can detect the significance
7th & E. SANTA CLARA
found in the wiring of the Igof the signals,
photo contest now in progress.
"Entries are beginning to come nition system. When the system
malfunction& the analyzer imrt." T)Ier said. The contest is
SAHARA OIL CO.
mediately detects the trouble
lien to all students. The entrance and locates the area.
SAVE MONEY
er. is 75 cents. Sponsors are the
Because of this development.
GAS and OIL
,.partan Bookstore and Webb’s untold hours of routine and deSecond and Williams
:’amera Store in San Jose. Appli- tailed checking now can be eliminated. Similar but smaller analyCanterbur‘yr Club, dinner, guest
cations are available at both lozers are used by some commercial
speaker, The Rev. Walter Hsi,
cations.
and military aircraft to keep conPEE WEE’S PIZZA
The contest deadline is April stant check on planes during Church of Good Shepherd, Hong
Kong, Sunday, 6 p.m.
945 THE ALAMEDA
14. All entries must be mounted flight.
College Religious Council, meeton a standard 16:20 inch board. TROUBLE-SHOOTER
Com,g SPOR
Another important factor in this ing, La Torre picture will be
No color prints will be accepted
for prize competition. Prizes are equipment is its ability to detect taken, Sunday, 8 a.m.. Student Y.
DIXIELAND BAND
possible soUrres of serious trouble,
merchandise orders.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
Pictuie entries will be news or before it actually occurs. This meeting. Monday, 7 p.m., Free
Pala fa go
pictorial. Pictures may be turned
Methodist Church, 9th and St.
5 p in. to 2 a in Fri. and Sat.
in to the photo lab in the JournaJohn Sts.
5 p.m. fo I a.m.Man and Thurs.
lism Building. The entry fee should
Episcopal Holy conuniudoa
Fried chicken will head the
be paid N4, hen entries are submitCYpress 7-5900
menu at the Roger Williams Fel- Tuesday. 7 30 a.m.. Student Chris
lowship annual spring banquet tian Center
Sunday at the Grace Baptist
Open at I P. M.
Church.
Taking a Spring trip home?
Pizza with a "Personality"
Seating will begin at 4:45 p.m
and dinner will be served at 5.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
Entertainment will include a one395 Almaden Ave.. CT 7-9908
act play. "The Terrible Meek," by ,
Naar this Civic Auditorium
Charles Kennedy.

All -College Photos
Due Before April 14

turned ,0.4 Sty, according to Naelea
man.
Lyke has been called by Mad
Magazin.. "one of the two best
John Brimhall has been elected
campus magazines in the U.S.,"
president of the Wesley Foundahe stated.
One of the main problems of tion for the spring semester.
college students, grades, is not
Other officers are Dave Fiske,
stressed by this Issue’s Lykable
vice president; Alma Bunce, secProf. Nachman said that this instructor has no trouble in ’keep- retary; Herb Spencer, treasurer,
Dick Alber. Carol Hume and Clara
ing the attention of students.
The subject of the Mystery In- Lou Bond, members-at -large;
terview. Nachman said, "kept the Mary Rowe, publicity chairman;
censors busy with his off-beat Barbara Lowe, editor of "Logos":
Lin ’rugby, S.C.C. representative;
opinions."
Sales will be conducted at stra- and Alan Van Lehn, C.R.C. reptegic locations on the campus. resentative.
"Regardless of weather con() i t ions,
Lyke will go on sale as scheduled."
N:ichinati concluded.

High School Pupils
o Lonrer nere
More than 1000 high school students from 75 Northern California schools are expected on campus at 9.15 am,tomorrow for a
California Education Clubs Conference, sponsored by the college
and the California Student Teachers Association,
The purpose or tne conference
will be to acquaint the students
with the degree and teaching credential requirements at SJS. Pres.
Went John T. Wahlquist will give
the key address at 10:15 a.m., following registration.
Several discussion groups will
convene following Dr. Wahlquist’s
address, under the leadership of
CSTA members. They will discuss
campus life at SJS and the student teaching
I
Dr. Patrick J. Ryan, associate
professor of education is conference chairman. He will be assisted
by Grieg Rose, vice president of
CSTA

cpaPtapide

Baptist Banquet

LIKE MILK?
Get a

Free Quart of

Golden State MILK

GOING BY
GREYHOUND IS
BASIC ECONOMICS!
O Lowest of fares . any
where’
Frequent ronvenrent departures daily’
Quickest time to many
cities’
Enjoy Greyhound’s down
town to downtown service
... leave almost any time
you wish .. thru express
schedules to many cities!
Ask about Greyhound’s
Soenicruiser Service!

Compare these low, low tares!
Fresno
3 76
Sat-ernento
215
Santa Rose
2 53
Son Los Ob,sv
/01
WrrocIlsnd
3.34
!
549

IT’S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS.
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

With Each

New York Steak
Includes:

Garlic Bread and Chili $139
Salad, Baked Potato,

L.-...........-......-. . ........--.....-

256 SEQUOIA
Be, C. Pesadene, Calilernia

Girls!
If you are interested in an
airline stewardess career
with Pon American Airlines, contact Terri Galvin,
campus representative.

CY 3919s or CY 39671

210 South 10th Street
our A

a ronise

lilliel, party, Sunday, 8 p.m.,
l home of Al Newman, 240 Alviso,
Santa Clara. Car pool leaves Student Y. 9th and San Antonio Sts.,
7:45 p.m.
International Students Organization, plans for International
Day, today, 12:30 p.m., Men’s
Gym.
Newman Club. swimming party,
tomorrow, 1 p.m., Men’s Gym.
Barbecue, 4 p.m., front of Women’s

FOLK SONGS
BLUES CALYPSOS

BALLADS

BOB LINDSAY

FRIDAY and SATURDAY NITES

PIZZA GARDENS

1 34 7
(Bayshore & Julian)

McKEE

ROAD

CYpress 2.9753

DRY CLEANING
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process

Thorough

Convenient

Quick

Special

Ladies’ Plaits Dresses S1.10
OUT AT 5

IN BY 9

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
CYpress 3-3701

Second & San Carlos

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C

Gym.
Neuman Club, seminar discus-

"A Group with YOU in mind"
sion. Sunday, 7:30 p.m., Newman
Hall.
EVERY SUNDAY
Phi ITpallon Omicron, meeting of
9.30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
frtsshman economics and exploratory majors, Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.,
Spring Seme-ter: Church History
Home Economics Cafeteria.
THE PINK BUILDING
24 and SAN ANTONIO
Revelries Board, meeting, Monday. 4:30 p.m., BS.
Mentor Class, meeting, Monday.
.e.A:0000000eir
-0-..v...e.rsoozcsr.
1107"..e.e./400:e
3.30, TB17.
Student Christian Council, meet"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"
ing, today, 10:30 a.m., Student Y.
Wesley Foundation, Sunday -at Seven program, "No Holiness, But
Social Holiness," Sunday, 7 p.m.
Wesley Foundation. Snack slipper
Christian Church
Church of Christ
6, 35 cents.
CY 2-7443
790 SOUTH 12th STREET
BEANERY BULLETIN
(tome Economics Cafeteria
SUNDAY SERVICE March 23
Entrees:
College aqe <lass at 9 45 8,61. Sckciol Hour is taught by David Elliott,
Sole with tartare sauce 30 cents
instructor ;n Speech Department at SJSC.
Tamale pie
30 cents

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST

Italian Spaghetti
Plate lunch
coop
Entrees:
Baked haddock
Tunis’s (tuna hot dogsl
Meat balls and spaghetti
Plate lunch

30 cents
55 cents
40
40
40
50

cent
cent,

cent.
cent,

EPISCOPAL
II North 2nd
Services at Trinity
W. B. Murdock. Rcror
8:00 A.M. Holy COMMV111011
910 sad 11:00 A.M.
Worship Services

Subject:

The Power of Positive Praying"

8:30, 11:00 Dup’icate Morning Worship Sen;i as.
9:45 Bible School, classes for all ages.
5:30 Discussion Groups for all ages.
6,30 Evening Ser.
HAROLD E GALLAGHER, hol;n;str

Nursery Pa3vld.d

..00,--.0--030000000’...CC09:4e...0000000000tX800C000000000CCe.

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:

(For)

Julian iv Steaks
Next to Burger Bar

This Offer Limited March 13 to

ISER

Let’s Go to Church

You Must Have Student A58 Card

Fourth and Julian
GREYHOUND DEPOT, 70 Almad4in Avt).--CY 54151

EUROPE SUMMER TOURS

Wesley Elect;

aeronautical engineer* and mathe.

====. matielans.
tiNTF.D
riiiindation. March 25:
Need
Call CY 7-7886
interested in personnel for InRider or participants for car pool ternships in public
affairs.
trom Hayward or San Lorenzo.
Insurance Company of North
BR 6-4069
America. March 25; interested in
FOR SALE
sales, underwriters, and claims
Magnavox S-speed 1111-F1 Coasoie. personnel.
248 E San Salvador, Apt. 3. 895.
Montgomery Ward, March 25;
Owe 43" Record Mayer. Call CY interested
in management and ac2-6113 after a p.m.
L.P. Clasmileal records. Some col- counting trainees.
U.S. Naval Ord:Ince Laborlectors items Cheap CL 8-2968.
Sarrince
Never used Hart skis atories. March 26: interested In
with bindincs and poles. All for electrical and mechancial en$85. CY 4-2784 T moo.
glovers, mathematicians. and
physicists.
FOR RENT
Price Waterhouse. Mai ch 28:
Panalabeal rooms. S1045 per mo
Kit. Males. NU drink. or amok Interested in accountants.
!Starch 21i: inCT 3-3308.
2-Room unturn. apt. Young mar- terested in engineers and busily,
ried couple. No children. Inquire adm Mist rat ion personnel.
after 5:30. 731 S. 3rd., apt. 2 or
Pan-American Airways Mai,
phone
-3925.
27: interested in airline host,
Two sacaneles in furn. apt for
men 522.50-52730. 301 S. 5th St. trainees.
Firestone Tire and Rubber
CY 7-1758.
Board and Roses in exchange for Co., March 27; interested in
housework. CL 8-5593. 345 Gordon mechanical, electrical and chemAve.
ical engineers. physicists, chemGIRLS 5-room
furnished apt. ists and mathematicians.
9th and San Carlos. For informaAmy ruin P.ed er-0., March 27,
tion. call AN 9-9278 or CY 2-5413.
interested in social welfare an,:
Clone In. large turn apt. 2-3 gents.
U.S.rccreat ion personnel.
Twin beds. Utilities pd. Also twin
Immigration and Naturalbdrrn.. 2 closets. Kit. Priv. 545 S.
ization Service. March 28: inter4th St.
ested in Immigration Patrol Inspector trainees.
Coffee Date?

the IMMO, plus North
Africa, Yugoslavia. East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Berlin,
Denmark. Sweden, and Ireland
A low-priced, different kind of
trip for the young who don’t
want to he herded around

Jerry Nachman, editor of Lyke magazine, said yesterday that
4000 copies of "the forward look in humor" will go on sale Wednesday.
Nachman said, "You’ll get a lot of Lyke with a guarterfiction,
farce, fliptop humor." He said that 500 extra copies were ordered
to give students a better chance to purchase a copy.
Lyke was sold out by 2:30 p.m. on its last appearance. Many
students tried to get copies after they were all sold and had to be

CLASSIFIEDS
CY 4-6414. Est 272

EUROPE
Sri’

31 Inclusive

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Studios Christian Cnter
92 South
Street
Holy Communion 0 7 10 A.M.
Every Timid.,
Offkis Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Adviser se Campus
Mrs. Rey B. thatcher

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

